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We study the hydrodynamic forces acting on a fixed particle close to a corrugated wall experiencing tangential
fluidflow, using the lattice Boltzmannmethod. To carry out a fundamental analysis, a single two-dimensional cir-
cular particle near a sinusoidalwall is selected as a case study. The influence of the particle distance from thewall,
the particle Reynolds number, corrugation amplitude, and downstream particle position (relative to a
corrugation-peak) on the drag, lift and torque acting on the particle are investigated. Our simulations reveal
that the hydrodynamic forces change significantly by changing the particle distance from the wall. Even the
direction of forces and torque may change, depending on the distance from the wall, downstream particle
position and Rep number. We find an increase in magnitude of forces and torque by increasing the corrugation
amplitude of the wall.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Particle-fluid flows are commonly encountered in a wide range of
processing equipment. An important example is fluidized bed systems
[1–3]which are used for separations, rapidmass and heat transfer oper-
ations, gasification of biomass, and catalytic reactions. Fluidization
occurs when solid particles are suspended by a sufficiently fast
upward-flowing stream of fluid, which can be either gaseous or liquid.
As a result, the particles rapidly swirl around the bed, creating excellent
mixing among them and providing a large surface area for the fluid to
contact [4,5].More generally, for all particle-fluid systems, the efficiency
of contacting between fluid phase and particles is dictated to a large ex-
tent by the particle dynamics which in turn has a great impact on the
heat and mass transfer [1,6–8].

The fundamental physical mechanism involved in particle-fluid
flows are generally complex. The drag and lift, and torque acting on a
particle is not only sensitive of the flow velocity and particle size, but
also of the particle shape and orientation with respect to flow [9–11].
The hydrodynamic forces are also altered by the presence of a nearby
wall [12–17]. This sensitivity of a nearby wall could be used as a benefit
in engineering solutions. For example, corrugated walls can be imple-
mented as a modified geometrical configuration for the walls of pro-
cessing equipment, where the corrugations create a steady vortex or
swirl in the grooves. The changes in flow mixing, boundary layer
ess and Energy, TU Delft,

.

disruption, and thinning will affect the hydrodynamic forces acting on
particles may result in more effective designs.

To the best of our knowledge, the effect of a nearby corrugated wall
on hydrodynamic forces and torque acting on a particle has not been
studied before. Hence, to keep the problem as simple as possible, in
this paper we investigate the effect of a sinusoidal corrugated wall on
the flow and hydrodynamic forces acting on a circular particle by
means of numerical modeling. The effects of some important parame-
ters, i.e. distance from the wall, Reynolds number, corrugation ampli-
tude and downstream particle location are investigated.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, a description of
the problem and the numerical method used are presented. Results
are presented and discussed in Section 3, follow by our conclusions in
Section 4.

2. Problem statement & numerical method

2.1. Problem description

Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the flow configuration, togetherwith our
coordinate system and the geometrical parameters adopted in this
work. At the inlet, a uniform velocity, (Uin,0) is assumed and no-slip
and free-slip boundary conditions are applied to the bottom wavy
wall and top boundary of the channel, respectively. A circular particle
is placed in the domain with a diameter equal to D = 40 lattice nodes.
Effectively this represents a very long cylindrical particle, oriented per-
pendicular to the flowbut parallel to thewall. The height and the length
of the computational domain is set to H = 15D and L = 40D. The local
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Nomenclature

L Channel length
H Channel height
D Particle diameter
r Local heigth of the wavy wall
A Amplitude of the wave
n Number of waves
c Location of particle center
h Distance between c and peak of the wave
Xc Downstream location of the particle center from inlet
Re Reynolds number in clear channel
Rep Particle Reynolds number
F
*

General force term
fi Distribution function
e
*
i Discerete velocity

fi
eq Equilibrium distribution function
τ Relaxation time
w Weighting factor
u
*

Velocity
P Pressure
ρ Density
ν Kinematic viscosity
Δ x

*
Space interval

Δt Time interval
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height of the wavy wall is expressed as r = (A/2) sin (2πnx/L) where A
and n are the amplitude and total number of waves, respectively, so the
corrugation wavelength is λ = L/n. The distance between the center of
the particle, c, and the peak of thewavywall is indicated by h. Hence, if a
particle is located inside a groove of the wavywall this will be indicated
by a negative value of h. The downstream (horizontal) location of the
particle center from the inlet is shown by Xc. For an empty channel,
we confirmed that for our conditions the flow was sufficiently periodic
(i.e. inlet effects had sufficiently decayed) after 2 wavelengths. There-
fore, in our work we set Xc to at least 2λ.

The particle Reynolds number is defined as Rep = UinD/νwhere ν is
the fluid kinematic viscosity. In this paper, the relaxation time is fixed to
τ = 0.56 for all simulations. Considering the fixed size of the particle,
various Rep numbers are obtained by varying the fluid velocity Uin. We
can define two aspect ratios characterizing the corrugation, AR1 = A/D
andAR2=λ/D,which are the ratio of amplitude andwavelength to par-
ticle diameter, respectively. In this work, AR2 = 8 for all presented sim-
ulations. Moreover, most results will be presented along two main
downstream sections, (i.e. a-a & b-b), which are located at the third
peak and third trough of the wavy wall in the computational domain
(see Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. Schematic of flow around a circular particle close to a sinusoidal corrugated wall.
2.2. Numerical method

The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) is used to simulate the fluid
flow. The LBM is a mesoscopic scheme based on kinetic theory. It has
been applied successfully to simulate various complex fluid flow prob-
lems [18–28]. LBM has a number of advantages over conventional CFD
methods, including: the simple form of the governing equations,
space–time locality, straightforward parallelism, easy grid generation,
and capability of incorporating complex microscopic interactions. The
general lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE) with the BGK collision opera-
tor is expressed as [29]:

f i x
* þe

*
iΔt; t þ Δt

� �
− f i x

*
; t

� �
¼ −

Δt
τ

f i x
*
; t

� �
− f eqi ðx*; tÞ

� �
ð1Þ

where x
*

is a spatial coordinate, t is time, f iðx
*
; tÞ is the density

distribution function associated with the discrete velocity in
direction i, and τ is the relaxation time of the fluid. The discrete

velocities e
*
i in the i-direction, for the square D2Q9 lattice, are

given by e
*
0 ¼ 0 and e

*
i ¼ Λið cos θi; sin θiÞ with Λi = 1, θi =

(i − 1)π/2 for i = 1 − 4 and Λi ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
; θi ¼ ði−5Þπ=2þ π=4 for

i = 5 − 8. The numbers i = 1 − 4 and i = 5 − 8 represent the
rectangular and diagonal directions of the lattice, respectively.
The equilibrium distribution function, fieq, is defined as [29]:

f eqi ¼ wiρ 1þ 3 e
*
i: u

*
� �

þ 4:5 e
*
i: u

*
� �2

−1:5 u
*
: u
*

� �� �
ð2Þ
Fig. 2. Flow streamlines for a channel with a corrugated-wall at a) Re= 10, b) Re= 100
and c) Re= 400. Note the image is clipped to the central part of the domain.



Fig. 3. Flow streamlines for a cylindrical particle in a corrugated-wall channel with AR1 = 3, AR2 = 8, Rep = 50 for different distances, h, along the cross-section a-a. Note the image is
clipped to the central part of the domain.
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where u
*
is the velocity, and wi are the weight factors, equal to 4/9

for i = 0, 1/9 for i = 1 − 4 and 1/36 for i = 5 − 8. The density,
viscosity, velocity and pressure are calculated as ρ = ∑ifi, ν =

(τ − 0.5)/3, u
*¼ ð∑i e

*
i f iÞ=ρ and p = ρ/3, respectively. The LBE is

usually solved through standard collision and streaming steps
where for convenience dimensionless lattice units are utilized,

i.e. Δ x
*¼ Δt ¼ 1 . The equivalent Navier–Stokes equations,

Eqs. (3) and (4) below, can be recovered from the discrete lattice
Boltzmann equation under the assumption that density variations
are small [29].

∂ρ
∂t

þ ∇ ρ u
*

� �
¼ 0; ð3Þ

∂
∂t

ρ u
*

� �
þ ∇ � ρ u

*
u
*

� �
¼ −∇pþ ν ∇ � ρ ∇ u

* þ ∇ u
*

� �T
� �� �

: ð4Þ
Fig. 4. Averaged a) drag force, b) lift force and c) torque coefficients as a function of particle dist
50.
Wemodel the surface of the particle and the corrugatedwall as a no-
slip boundary, using the enhanced bounce-back procedure for curved
boundaries proposed by Bouzidi et al. [30]. Also, the so-called momen-
tum exchange approach is applied for computing the fluid forces acting
on the particle, as follows [31]:

F
*¼ F

*

D; F
*

L

� �
¼

X
all xb

X8
i¼1

e
*

i
~f i x

*
b; t

� �
þ ~f i x

*
f ; t

� �h i
ð5Þ

where i ¼ −iand the summation is done over all boundary nodes x
*
b,

which are connected to a fluid node x
*

f in the i direction according to x
*
b

¼ x
*

f þ e
*

iΔt. The total torque is calculated as:

T ¼
X
all xb

X8
i¼1

x
*
b−x

*
CM

� �
� e

*
i
~f i x

*
b; t

� �
þ ~f i x

*
f ; t

� �h i
ð6Þ
ance from the corrugated wall along the cross-section a-a for AR1= 3, AR2 = 8 and Rep =



Fig. 5. Flow streamlines for a cylindrical particle in a corrugated-wall channel with AR1 = 3, AR2 = 8 at Rep = 50 for different distances, h, along the cross-section b-b. Note the image is
clipped to the central part of the domain.
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where x
*
CMis the center of mass of the solid object. The drag, lift and

torque coefficients, respectively, are defined as:

CD ¼ F
*

D= 0:5ρU2
inD

� �
ð7Þ

CL ¼ F
*

L= 0:5ρU2
inD

� �
ð8Þ
Fig. 6. Averaged a)drag force, b)lift force and c)torque coefficients as a function of pa
AR2 = 8 and Rep = 50.
CT ¼ T= 0:5ρU2
inD

2
� �

ð9Þ

The well-known Zou and He boundary condition [32] is used for the
inlet boundary. For the outflow, the convective boundary condition is
applied [33]. Comprehensive details of the presented numerical
method, boundary conditions, and validation of the method have been
presented in our previous works [17,34,35].
rticle distance from the corrugated wall along the cross-section b-b for AR1 = 3,



Fig. 8. Averaged drag and lift coefficients as function of streamwise displacement for in a
wavy-channel with AR1 = 3, AR2 = 8 and Rep = 50.

Fig. 7. Flow streamlines around the particle for different downstream particle positions for AR1 = 3, AR2 = 8, h = D/10 and Rep = 75. Note the image is clipped to the central part of the
domain.
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3. Simulation results

In this section, after briefly discussing the emergence of a recircula-
tion region in the grooves of a corrugated wall in a channel without any
particle, the influence of various effective parameters, i.e. distance from
thewall (h), Rep, aspect ratios AR1 and AR2, and particle location (Xc) on
drag, lift and torque acting on a circular particle in or near such a fully
developed recirculation region are presented and discussed.

3.1. Empty corrugated channel

Fig. 2 shows the flow streamlines (clipped to a central part of the
computational domain) at three different Re numbers (here, in the ab-
sence of a particle, we define Re on the basis of the channel height H:
Re = UinH/ν). It is observed that the flow structure is fairly complex
and that by increasing the Re number, recirculation regions form in
the grooves of the wall. At low Re numbers (see Fig. 2(a)), the inertia
of the flow is small and streamlines largely follow the wall shape and
no recirculation region is formed. At larger Re number, the effect of vis-
cosity becomesweakened andflow separationmay occur if the Re num-
ber becomes larger than a critical value. Above the critical Re number, a
small circulatory vortex forms behind each peak of the corrugation (see
Fig. 2(b)). By further increasing Re, the vortices in the grooves become
larger as they separate from the corrugated wall behind the peaks and



Fig. 9. Flow streamlines around the cylindrical particle at two Rep numbers and two heights h from thewall along the cross-section a-a; AR1= 3, AR2= 8. Note the image is clipped to the
central part of the domain.
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reattach right before the peaks (see Fig. 2(c)). In this case, the recircula-
tion zones tend to fill the whole groove and their vortex center shifts
downstream.

The recirculation region is the major feature of a flow near a corru-
gated wall [36]. Compared to the flow near a flat wall, this feature re-
sults in backflow (at large Re), streamline curvature and non-zero
wall-normal velocity near the corrugated channel. These non-zero
wall-normal mean velocities and their non-negligible spatial gradients
play a significant role in momentum, heat, mass transport and flow
mixing, which is not possible in a channel with flatwalls. In the remain-
der of this paperwewill focus on the situation of a fully developed recir-
culation region (corresponding to Fig. 2c).

3.2. Effect of gap size

To show the effect of particle distance from the wall on hydrody-
namic forces and torque, we focus on the flow around a circular particle
near a corrugated wall with AR1 = 3, AR2 = 8 and Rep = 50. Note that
because H = 15D, the channel Reynolds number is higher: Re = H/D
Rep= 750, which is sufficiently high to warrant a fully developed recir-
culation region in each groove. Fig. 3 shows the streamlines in the center
of the computational domain around the particle at various distances
from the wall along the cross-section a-a, i.e. at a downstream position
equal to a peak position of the corrugated wall. It can be seen that when
the particle is far from the wall (i.e. h ≥ 1.5D), the flow around the par-
ticle closely resembles that of an isolated circular cylinder, with the
Fig. 10. Time-dependent drag force acting on a cylindrical particle with AR1 = 3, AR2 =
well-known von-Karman vortex shedding occurring behind the parti-
cle. Also, it is clear that no significant interaction is observed between
the von-Karman vortex shedding and vortices in the grooves. When
the particle gets closer to the wall, i.e. at h b 1.5D, the von-Karman vor-
tex street behind the particle is strongly affected by the presence of the
wall. For very small distances from the wall (h = 0.7D, h = 0.6D), the
particle more resembles an obstacle to the fluid flow. As a result,
the von-Karman vortex shedding is suppressed and a large and complex
recirculation region is formed behind the particle. For these cases, a sec-
ondary small recirculation region appears in the lowest part of the first
downstream groove.

The dependencies of the average drag force, lift force and torque
coefficients on the distance from the wall are presented in Fig. 4(a), 4
(b) and 4(c), respectively. Generally, the drag force is independent of
the particle location when the particle is far from the wall (i.e. h
N 10D). Our results show that the drag increases by decreasing the dis-
tance from the wall due to the added viscous effect arising from the
presence of the wall. However, by further decreasing the distance
from the wall to h b 1.5 D, the drag force decreases. In these cases, the
effect of wall is to slow down the flow in the gap between the particle
and thewall, which results in a reduced viscous friction on thewall fac-
ing side of the particle.

The lift force tends to zero when the particle distance from the wall
is large, as for distances of the order of 10D, the wall-proximity effect
can be ignored [37]. Fig. 4(b) shows that by decreasing the distance h,
the lift force increases significantly. The presence of a wall breaks the
8 at different Rep numbers for a) h = 2.5D, b) h = 0.6D along the cross-section a-a.



Fig. 11. Time-dependent lift force acting on a cylindrical particle with AR1 = 3, AR2 = 8 at different Rep numbers for a) h = 2.5D, b) h = 0.6D along the cross-section a-a.
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symmetry of the generated wakes behind the particle, which generally
results in an effective lift force directed away from the wall. By decreas-
ing the distance between the particle and thewall, the wall-induced lift,
due to the interaction between the vorticity generated at the particle
surface and the surface of the wall, becomes pronounced.

Similar to the lift force, the torque on the particle approaches zero
when the distance from the wall is large, see Fig. 4(c). However, for
small distances from thewall (i.e. h b D), the particle experiences a neg-
ative (clockwise) torque. Fig. 3 shows that the size of the vortex area be-
hind the particle and the effect of the wall on its symmetry breaking
becomes pronounced, resulting in an enhancement of the torque. We
note that the lower shear layer on the particle interacts with the wall
shear layer when the distance becomes small and a larger vortex is
formed behind the particle. The negative wall shear layer cancels part
of the vorticity in the positive lower shear layer of the particle, thus
the lower shear layer is weakened. Consequently, the separated positive
lower shear layer is not strong enough, whereas the negative upper
shear layer is strong enough to roll up to form a vortex. This phenome-
non results in a negative torque acting on the particle.

Fig. 5 shows the variations of flow streamlines when the particle ap-
proaches to the corrugated wall along the cross-section b-b normal to
the deepest groove of the wall with AR1 = 3, AR2 = 8 and Rep = 50.
When the particle is far from the groove, regular vortex shedding occurs
behind the particle. In this case, the flow in the groove region is similar
to a lid-driven sinusoidal cavity flow as a large vortex fills the groove.
When the particle gets closer to the groove (i.e. h ≤ D), the von-
Karman vortex behind the particle and the recirculation region in the
groove interact. For h = 0, the particle enters the recirculation region
in the groove and shifts its core toward the upper left corner of the cav-
ity and also the vortex shedding behind the particle is suppressed. By
decreasing the distance to h = −D/2, the recirculation region in the
groove is divided into two main but smaller regions positioned left
and right of the particle. A small eddy zone is also formed at the bottom
surface of the particle. For h=−1.5D, the particle is located in the cen-
ter of the cavity, and is surrounded by the recirculation region. By
Fig. 12. Time-dependent torque acting on a cylindrical particle with AR1 = 3, AR2 = 8
further decreasing the distance (i.e. h = −2.3D), the particle is posi-
tioned very close to the boundary of the wall and the recirculation re-
gion mainly forms above the particle.

Fig. 6(a) shows the dependence of the average drag force coefficient
on the distance h when the particle is located along the cross-section
b-b, corresponding to Fig. 5. Compared to the cross-section a-a, when
the particle approaches the groove, the fluid now has more freedom
to flow underneath the particle. This leads to a slightly smaller drag
force (at the same h as for cross-section a-a), but similarly, the drag
force increases as the particle gets closer to the wall down to h =
1.5D. As the particle-wall distance decreases below h = 1.5D, the
shedded von-Karman vortices of the particle interact with the recircula-
tion region in the groove. The size of the vortex behind the particle de-
creases significantly by decreasing the distance (i.e. h = D and D/2, see
Fig. 5) and finally the vortex shedding is suppressed for h = 0. By
shrinking and finally eliminating the vortex shedding, the contribution
of the pressure drag is reduced, resulting in a decrease in net drag
force acting on the particle. As shown in Fig. 5, by further decreasing
the distance to h = −D/2, two co-rotating wakes form on the left and
right side of the particle. Due to the opposite sign of the flow velocity
at the left and right sides of the particle, the friction drag acting on the
two sides cancel each other, resulting in a further decrease of the net
drag force. For smaller values of h, i.e. h=−1.5D, the particle is entirely
located within the recirculation region of the groove, leading to a nega-
tive drag force. Because themagnitude of the velocitywithin the groove
is about one order of magnitude smaller than the free-stream velocity,
the magnitude of this negative drag is small. At very small distance,
i.e. h = −2.3D, the particle is very close to the stationary wall of the
groove and as a result the negative drag force increases toward zero
again. This increase in drag force can be justified in terms of the added
viscous effect arising from the presence of the wall.

Fig. 6(b)shows that the average lift force is close to zero when the
particle is far from the groove (h ≥ 2.5D). Decreasing the distance
below h = 1.5D, a negative lift force is experienced by the particle. It
should be mentioned that the wall-induced lift force is due to two
at different Rep numbers for a) h = 2.5D, b) h = 0.6D along the cross-section a-a.



Fig. 13. Flow streamlines around the cylindrical particle at two different Re numbers and different distances from thewavy-wall with AR1= 3, AR2= 8, along the cross-steam section b-b.
Note the image is clipped to the central part of the domain.
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mechanisms. The vorticity generated at the particle surface advects
downstream, interacts with the wall, and results in a lift force directed
away from the wall (i.e. with positive sign). On the other hand, the
fluid is accelerated in the gap between the particle and the wall in the
limit of an inviscid flow. This effect results in a local low pressure region
in the gap, corresponding to a negative net lift force directed toward the
wall. Usually for flow in a channel with straight walls, the wall-induced
lift due to the symmetry breaking of vortices is the dominant phenom-
enon. However, in our case study, as shown in Fig. 5, the vortex region
generated behind the particle becomes smaller as the particle gets
closer to the groove. Hence, by decreasing the distance from h = 1.5D
to h = 0.5D, the positive wall-induced lift force becomes smaller com-
pared to the wall-directed lift force, resulting in a negative lift force on
the particle. Furthermore, the recirculation flow in the groove applies
a negative lift on the particle by pulling the particle into its core. By fur-
ther decreasing the distance, i.e. h ≤ 0, the particle enters into the groove
Fig. 14. Averaged a) drag force and b) lift force coefficients as function of Rep number for flow
distances from the wall along cross-section b-b.
and its recirculation region with small velocity magnitude. Hence, the
magnitude of the lift force decreases and approaches zero as the particle
gets very close to the bottom of the groove.

As shown in Fig. 6(c), the average torque acting on the particle starts
from a value close to zero when the particle is far from the groove (i.e.
h ND), and then becomes negative as the distance decreases. The reason
for the negative torque is that the positive shear layer on the lower sur-
face of the particle interacts with the top shear layer of the recirculation
region in the groove with the negative sign and cancel each other out to
some extent. Hence, the negative shear layer on the upper side of the
particle is the dominant mechanism, which results in a negative torque
(leading to clockwise rotation) of the particle. Furthermore, when the
particle is located close to the groove, the vorticity of the recirculation
region will effectively apply a negative torque on the particle. These
mechanisms become stronger as the distance decreases from h = D to
h = −D/2. However, by further decreasing the distance (h b −D/2),
around a cylindrical particle near a sinusoidal wall with AR1 = 3, AR2 = 8 and different



Fig. 15. Streamlines patterns for different wall corrugation amplitude AR1 and two different distances from thewall (left panels: h= 1.5D, right panels: h= 0.6D) along cross-section a-a
for AR2 = 8, Rep = 50. Note the image is clipped to the central part of the domain.
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the magnitude of the torque decreases and tends to zero. At such close
distances, the particle is located completely inside the recirculation re-
gion with a small velocity magnitude and no vortex is formed around
the particle to interact with the wall. Therefore, the magnitude of the
torque acting in the particle decreases dramatically.
Fig. 16.Averaged a) drag, b) lift and c) torque coefficients as function of waviness amplitude (AR
50.
3.3. Effect of downstream particle position

To further study the effect of the recirculation region in the groove
on the hydrodynamic forces acting on a particle, we place the particle
at different downstream locations, at a constant height h. For this
1) for two different distances from thewall, along the cross-section a-a, for AR2=8, Rep=
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purpose, we start with the particle at the peak of a wave (downstream
location x0), with AR1 = 3, AR2 = 8 and h = D/10, and subsequently
change its location with steps of λ/8 to the next downstream peak
(locations x1 to x7). Flow streamlines for these particle locations are
shown in Fig. 7.When the particle is located at x0, it acts like an obstacle
to the fluid flow andmost of the fluid is directed over the top of particle.
As a result, a large and complex wake region is formed behind the par-
ticle and in the next two grooves downstream. When the particle is
located at x1 or x2 the fluid flows more easily along the bottom of the
particle. Hence, some vortex-shedding occurs behind the particle,
reducing the size of the recirculation region in the groove. By further
moving the particle downstream, the vortex shedding is affected by
the converging part of the wavy wall: already at x3 the vortex shedding
becomes weakened. At x4, the effect of the converging section of the
groove is quite strong as the vortex shedding is completely suppressed
and two steady vortices of unequal size are formed behind the particle.
On the other hand, the recirculation region in the groove becomes pro-
nounced and occupiesmost of the area of the groove.When the particle
approaches the next top of the wave, the size of the steady state wakes
is further affected by the convergingwall, resulting in smaller wakes. Fi-
nally, at x7 the wakes are completely suppressed and again the particle
acts like an obstacle to the fluid flow.

Fig. 8 shows the average drag and lift force coefficients of the particle
as a function of downstream position. The drag force increases from x0
to x2 due to the increasing importance of vortex-shedding. For these
cases, the pressure drag is the main contribution to the drag force,
resulting in an increase in the drag force. As mentioned above, from x3
to x7 the vortex shedding is weakened. This decreases the contribution
of the pressure drag, resulting in a monotonic decrease in total drag
force. Finally, at x8 (equivalent to x0) the drag force increases again
due to the added viscosity effect of the adjacent wall.

The particle experience a positive lift at x0 due to the existence of the
solid wall. At x1, the particle is far enough from the wall surface and
vortex-shedding is easily formed. As a result, the lift force tends to
zero. At x2 to x6, the lift force has a negative and approximately constant
value. At these particle locations, the effect of the wall on symmetry-
breaking is not significant, hence the negative wall-directed lift force
due to the existence of the recirculation region in the groove is domi-
nant. When approaching the next wave peak, the effect of wall-
proximity on the lift force becomes pronounced again, resulting in pos-
itive lift force at x7 and x8.
3.4. Effect of Rep number

In this section, the effect of the particle Reynolds number onflowhy-
drodynamics is studied for a wavy-channel with AR1 = 3 and AR2 = 8.
In Fig. 9, streamlines for two different particle Reynolds numbers (Rep
= 25 and 100) and two different heights h (h = 2.5D and 0.6D) along
the cross-section a-a are shown. When the particle is far from the wall
(here h=2.5D, top panels in Fig. 9), theflow around the particle resem-
bles that of around an isolated cylinder. At this distance, two steady-
state wakes are formed behind the particle at Rep=25 and von Karman
vortex shedding occurs at Rep = 100. Note that at Rep = 25, the wakes
behind the particle are not exactly symmetric, which is due to the exis-
tence of the wall. Also, steady and unsteady recirculation regions are
formed within the wall's grooves downstream of the particle at Rep
= 25 and 100, respectively.

When the particle is located closer to the wall, the interaction be-
tween the wakes behind the particle and the recirculation regions in
the wall's grooves becomes stronger. For h = 0.6D (bottom panels in
Fig. 9) the wakes and recirculation regions have merged. As a result, a
double steady-state wake is formed behind the particle at Rep = 25,
covering two grooves, whereas a complex vortex shedding occurs at
Rep=100, affecting fluid flow inmultiple grooves upstreamand down-
stream of the particle.
The effect of Rep number onfluctuations in the time-dependent drag
force at h= 2.5D and h= 0.6D, along the cross-section a-a, is shown in
Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively. The drag force is approximately
steady (in time) when Rep is small, but becomes periodic at higher
Rep due to the vortex shedding. A periodic drag force is associated
with periodic formation of vortical wake structures behind the particle.
From animations of the system, we observed that when the flow is pe-
riodic, the frequency of vortex shedding decreases when the particle is
located closer to the wall. When the particle is close to the wall, the
shear layer from the lower side of the particle interacts with the shear
layer of the wavy wall with an opposite sign, and is weakened and not
able to form a vortex. Hence, the vortex sheds only from the upper
side of the particle which interacts strongly with the wavy wall. This
phenomenon affects the frequency and amplitude of the drag force on
the particle.

The lift force and torque acting on the particle are show in in Figs. 11
and 12, respectively.When the particle is located far from thewall (here
h = 2.5D), the lift force oscillates regularly due to the vortex shedding
phenomenon at higher Rep numbers. Generally, by decreasing the dis-
tance of the particle to the wall, the amplitude of the periodic lift force
reduces due to the existence of the wall. This affects the regularity in
the time dependence of the lift force as the peaks of the fluctuating lift
force become irregular at higher Rep numbers (here: Rep = 100) and
the regular oscillation of the lift force disappears completely at lower
Rep numbers (here: Rep = 50).

When Rep is small, the size of wake (or vortex shedding) behind the
particle is small and the effect of thewall on thewake region is not high,
resulting in a small torque acting on the particle. By increasing the Rep
number, the interaction between wakes behind the particle and the
wavy wall becomes stronger and consequently the effect of symmetry
breaking due to the existence of the wall becomes pronounced. This re-
sults in an increase in the magnitude of the torque.

Next, we investigate the influence of Repwhen the particle is located
near the deepest part of the groove, i.e. along cross-section b-b in Fig. 1.
Fig. 13 shows the streamlines for flow around the cylindrical particle at
Rep= 25 and 100 in a wavy channel with AR1= 3 and AR2= 8 for h=
D/2 (top panels), h = 0 (middle panels) and h = −1.5D (bottom
panels). When Rep is small (Rep = 25), the streamlines tend to be lam-
inar and the recirculation regions within the grooves are almost steady.
As Rep increases (Rep=100), unsteady vortex shedding occurs, and the
size of recirculation regions in the grooves increases. Hence the interac-
tion between the recirculation regions andwakes behind the particle in-
creases, and the flow becomes more disturbed.

The effect of Rep number on drag and lift force coefficients for a
particle in the vicinity of a wavy wall with AR1 = 3 and AR2 = 8, at
different positions along cross-section b-b, is shown in Figs. 14
(a) and 14(b), respectively. For all presented distances from the
wall, a larger Rep number leads to a lower average drag coefficient, in-
dicating the reduced role of viscosity. When the particle is above the
groove (i.e. h ≥ 0), with increasing Rep the wake behind the particle
grows quickly and interacts with the flow in the grooves more
strongly. Under these conditions, the pressure drag becomes the
main contribution to the drag force. When the particle is located
within the groove (i.e. h = −1.5D), a recirculation region forms
around the particle (see Fig. 13, bottom panels). By increasing the
Rep number, this recirculation region and corresponding pressure
drag becomes more pronounced. Note that in this case, the particle
experiences a weak negative drag force due to the direction of velocity
in the recirculation region around the particle.

Like the drag force, themagnitude of thewall-induced lift coefficient
varies significantly as Rep increases (see Fig. 14(b)). As we discussed in
Section 3.2, the recirculation region in the furrow tends to rotate the
particle clockwise (i.e. negative torque) and pull it to the core of the re-
circulation region. Hence, a negative lift is felt by the particle. At higher
Rep numbers, the size and strength of the recirculation region grows
which leads to an increase in lift force coefficient.
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3.5. Effect of corrugation amplitude (AR1)

We now investigate the effect of amplitude of the wall corrugation
on the hydrodynamics of fluid flow around the particle. The streamlines
of fluid flow around the particle at Rep= 50 and two different distances
from the wavy wall, along cross-section a-a with different corrugation
amplitudes, are shown in Fig. 15. It is clear that the flow streamlines
strongly depend on the amount of corrugation of the channel. For
small amplitude channels, i.e. AR1 = 0.5, the streamlines closely follow
the channel shape. By increasing the wall amplitude to AR1 = 1, flow
separation occurs in the grooves. As the amplitude increases further,
i.e. AR1 = 2, the size of the recirculation regions increases and its core
is shifted to the right due to viscous effects. When AR2= 5, a secondary
recirculation region is observed at the bottom of the grooves. The size of
this secondary recirculation region becomes larger by further increasing
the amplitude of thewall while the primary vortex becomes flatter near
the crest of the wave.

If the particle is located far from the wall (left panels in Fig. 15),
the wake behind the particle does not significantly interact with the
wavy wall, forming similar recirculation regions for different wall
corrugation amplitudes. On the other hand, at small distances
from the wall (right panels in Fig. 15), the vortices shed behind
the particle interact strongly andmergewith the downstream recir-
culation regions of the wall. As a result, a large and complex vortex
is formed behind the particle, coveringmultiple wave lengths. It can
be observed that the complex vortex behind the particle expands in
size as the amplitude increases.

The dependencies of the average drag force, lift force and torque
coefficients on the wall corrugation amplitude for Rep = 50 are pre-
sented in Figs. 16(a), 16(b)and 16(c), respectively. It can be seen
that the drag coefficient increases with increasing the amplitude
(AR1) for both presented distances from the wall. As shown in
Fig. 15, by increasing the corrugation amplitude, the vortex region
behind the particle interacts more strongly with the recirculation
regions in the downstream grooves and becomes larger and more
complex. Consequently, the pressure drag increases. A similar
trend is observed for the lift coefficient. The larger the corrugation
amplitude, the higher the lift coefficient. The reason is that by in-
creasing the amplitude, the effect of symmetry breaking due to
the existence of the wavy wall and its recirculation regions becomes
more pronounced and the magnitude of lift force directed away
from the wall increases.

It canbe seen fromFig. 16(c) that themagnitudeof theaverage torque
coefficient of the particle increases as the wall corrugation amplitude in-
creases. As mentioned earlier, due to the existence of the wall the lower
shear layer on the particle is interacting with the wavy wall shear layer.
This interaction is pronounced as the wake region becomes larger in
size due to the increase in corrugation amplitude. The negative wall
shear layer cancels part of the vorticity in the positive lower shear layer
of the particle, thus the lower shear layer isweakened. As a consequence,
the separated positive lower shear layer is not strong enough, whereas
the negative upper shear layer is strong enough to roll up to form a vor-
tex. This phenomenon results in a negative torqueon theparticle. This in-
teraction becomes stronger as the amplitude (distance from the wall)
increases (decreases) resulting in torque with larger magnitude.

4. Conclusion

In many engineering applications, particles move past corru-
gated walls. Surprisingly little is known about the effects of such
walls on the hydrodynamic forces experienced by the particles.
In this paper, we considered the simplest conceivable case of a
fixed two-dimensional cylindrical particle near a sinusoidal wall.
By means of the lattice Boltzmann method, we solved the flow
field and measured the effect of particle distance from the wall,
particle downstream position, Rep number and wall corrugation
amplitude on the drag, lift and torque experienced by the particle.
Our study showed that the presence of a wavy wall significantly
changes the hydrodynamic forces and torque acting on the parti-
cle, as an increase or decrease of the hydrodynamic forces and
torque depend on the particle distance from the wall as well as
its downstream location with respect to the peak location of the
wavy wall. The direction of forces and torque change, depending
on particle distance from the crest or trough of a wave. Also, it
was shown that a particle close to a wall with larger corrugation
amplitude experiences larger hydrodynamic forces and torque,
whatever the gap size.
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